At Salamander, we provide visibility to organizations of all kinds from the start of an incident until the situation has been resolved. By integrating with your preferred Computer-Aided Dispatch Systems (CAD), begin situational awareness the moment a call for help is received, while dispatch is in transit, and when emergency responders have arrived on-scene.

With Salamander being your conduit between CAD and reporting, comprehensively TRACK resources, provide interoperable communications, establish reliable data from the get-go, and simplify the overall workflow.

What to expect from Salamander’s CAD INTEGRATION

- SalamanderLive™ instantly begins a new incident when a call is made to CAD
- TRACK individual responders, teams, and equipment to see who is responding
- Allow responders to check-in to an in progress incident
- Easily associate resources with the en route unit
- Seamlessly transition dispatch accountability to on-scene accountability
- Easily identify assets across multiple organizations and jurisdictions when they arrive on-site
- Join multiple events into a single incident, instantly creating a common operating picture
- Functions in a comms-in and comms-out environment
RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS THAT COMPLIMENT CAD

**TAG APP**
Allow resources to check-in and check-out of an incident or event in real-time with their mobile phone.

**TRACK APP**
Instantly TRACK the location of resources anytime, know their qualifications, and conduct PAR.

**INVENTORY APP**
TRACK the status of equipment by personnel allocation and link the issuance of an asset to an event or incident.

**RAPID TAG EVAC**
Quickly create evacuee IDs to instantly TRACK location, destination, special needs, and family connections.

**RAPID TAG**
Quickly create incident or event specific interoperable IDs to instantly TRACK all available resources.

**COMMAND**
Analyze, manage, and reposition resources in a simple ICS chart view with drag-and-drop functionality.

**GIS MAPPING**
Use satellite map imagery with real-time plotted resource locations in SalamanderLive via TAG APP.

**INVENTORY MANAGEMENT**
Import equipment, pull reports, and set up alerts to have full visibility to your inventory.

**SIV**
Perform real-time verification to ensure resources coming on-scene are active, vetted, and qualified.